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ABSTRACT

The experimental portion of the lassr plasma research
program at Soreq is devoted mainly to the study of laser light
absorption, plaaaa energy transport anj the development and
application of X-ray diagnostic:!. Experiments were conducted
with 1.06 urn laser light pulses produced by either a node-
locked or a ((-switched Nd:YAG ondllator. Both short (60 psec)
and long (2.5 nacc) pulses were used in the range of irradi-
ances from 10 1 3 to 10 1 6 W / C H 2 . LOW and hi|jh atonic nunber
targets were Irradiated with n and a polarized light at both
normal and oblique incidence. Résulta are given for 1) laser
reflection and absorption, 2) momentum measurements, 3) elec-
tron-Ion decay instabilities and 4) X-ray sepctra of high
atonic number targets. The computational program makes use
of a one-dimensional Lagranglsn laser-plasma simulation code
which Includes ionization and a perfect degenerate equation
of state. The code Is being used to calculate shock waves,
pressure and compression In single and double layer targets.

1. THE LASER SYSTEM

The laaer at Soreq has been designed for single bean, high
irradiance, 1.06 m wavelength interaction studies (see Fig. 1).
'in order to perform experiments in the 1 - 10 nsec pulse
duration regime, of interest in current laser fusion research,
a new Q-switched !ld:YAG oscillator has baen developed [1].
Laser pulse durations were previously limited to 30-500 paec
pulses obtained with an étalon tuned, active-passive mode-
locked, Hd:YA6 oscillator.

The amplifier chain ia divided into two «actions: a pre-
amplifier section composed of two amplifiers and am amplifier
section composed of three amplifiers, the largest of which is
50mm In diameter. The two sections arc separated by a two
aperture spatial filter. The flrat aperture, 2mm in diameter,
selects out the cestral portion of the preamplifier section
output. The second aperture is located In the Frauanhofer zone
of the firat aperture <15m distance) and has a diameter such
that the aperture «age falls oa the flrat «ero of the Frauen-
hofer diffraction pattern. The resultant profile has a smooth
bell shape and is propagated through the amplifier section
without any beam breakup.

Pre-pulse suppression, target Isolation, and backacatter
protection are obtained with dye call, Pockels cell and Faraday
rotation units. The dye cell gives a contrast ratio of 10,
while the Pockels cell and Faraday rotation units each have
contrast ratloa of about 300. An additional two Pockels cell
unite are used with the node-locked oscillator for pulse se-
lection.

Typical output power la 10 G watt In a diffraction
limited bean. Full power far-field measurements Indicate a
Sum fwhn focal spot (BOX of the energy within 10pm), so that
Interaction experiments can be performed at the 101* Watt/cm2
level. The stability of the laaer system output has been
held to the oscillator output stability of 2%. The system
repetition rate la nine minutes.

Figure 2 shows a typical layout of tha diagnostics used
In our experiments. Shown are the torsion pendulum for mo-
«entua measurements, charge collectors, light measuring
devices such as photodiodes, spectrometers and calorimeters,
various X-ray measuring devices including an X-ray spectro-
meter with a spatial resolution capability and two new
recently added instruments, a vacuum ultra-violet spectro-
meter and a 2 psec resolution streak camera.

2. LASER LIGHT REFLECTION AND ABSORPTION

Absorption was determined through the simultaneous measure-
ment of the backscatter through the main focusing lens [2] and
the measurement of diffuse scatter with an Ulbricht sphere [3].
Figure 3 shows the results of absorption measurements made on
gold and aluminum alab targets irradiated at normal incidences.
The laser pulse duration was 2 nsec. Plotted are the fractional
absorptions and the reflectivity components (diffuse scatter,
stimulated backacatter and apecular reflection). The dashed
lines are stimulated backscatter measurements made during oblique
Incidence experiments. Important results are: 1) A gradual de-
crease in absorption reaching about 502 at 10 1 6 H/cm2. 2) Ab-
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sorption shows a Z dependence. This Z dependence Is clearly
seen to be due to the Z dependence of the specular reflection
component. 3) Both the diffuse scatter and the stimulated back-
scatter are independent of Z. The data suggest that the diffuse
scatter is part of an angle broadened distribution of stimulated
backscateer. 4) Since the stimulated scatter (stimulated back-
scatter and diffuse scatter) is much larger than the specular
reflection, it can be seen that the decreased absorption at high
intensities is due to increased stimulated scatter and is not
due to the decreased efficiency of the absorption coupling
mechanisms•

3. MOMENTUM MEASUREMENTS [4]

Figure 4 shows the results of experiments performed to
Investigate the effectiveness of resonance absorption in the
short pulse and long pulse regimes. A torsion pendulum was used
to measure the momentum transferred to Al slab targets. The
momentum normalized to the incident energy is plotted as a
function of focused light intensity. The angle of incidence was
17°. For 3hort pulses a clear dependence on the incident light
polarization was observed. This is consistent vith the usual
resonant absorption observations. For long pulses, there is no
polarization dependence indicating that resonant absorption
probably didn't occur.

Optimum resonant absorption occurs when (UAo)
2'3sin26-0.15

where *0 Is the laser light wavelength, I is the density scale-
length, and 8 is the angle of incidence. If £ were larger for long
pulses than for short pulses then the resonant absorption peak
would occur at a smaller angle of Incidence. Spatially resolved
measurements made with an X-ray pinhole camera, an X-ray spectro-
meter and a 2u telemicroscope, all indicated a plasma size of 30um.
This give* an upper limit for the density scalelength, I.e. «<30pm,
and thus a lower limit to the angle for optimum resonant absorption
6*7°. A «erics of «hots (60) were made at constant energy vith
the angle of incidence varied from 0° to 17°. At no angle was
any difference found between ir and o polarizations. The momentum
coupling efficiency decreased slowly with increasing angle of
incidence, although some fine structure may exist.

A characteristic feature of resonant absorption is a larger
velocity for the fast ion group. Such a behavior was observed
by us in the short pulse experiments. The ratio of the veloci-
ties of the fast to thermal ion groups was found to be about 3
for n polarized light and 2 for a polarization with a thermal ion
velocity ol about 4xl0'cm/sec at a laser intensity of 1015Watt/cm2.
In the long pulse regime, however, the fast to thermal ion velocity
ratio equals to 2 for both n and o polarizations with the aame
thermal ion velocity and at the same light intensity. Thus the
fast ion data for long laser pulses also shows no evidence of
polarization-dependent resonant absorption.

The disappearance of polarization dependence during long-
pulse Irradiations might possibly result from (1) spherical
expansion of the plasma, (2) long scale lengths, (3) ineffective
coupling of suprathermal electrons to the dense target material,
and (4) small-scale critical surface rippling or plasma turbu-
lence. Our experimental results appear to rule out the first
three causes. Small-scale rippling or turbulence, however, is
not Inconsistent with our experimental data. Specular reflection
and stimulated backscatter yould be observed but their angular
distributions would be broadened. Such behavior has, in fact,
been observed by us.

4. ELECTRON-ION DECAY INSTABILITY

Evidence of parametric Instabilities or resonant absorption
is seen in the 2u> spectre [2], There are two components to these
spectra. At low intensities a single peaked distribution within
several angstroms of Xo/2 is observed. At higher intensities a
red shifted peak is observed with a threshold at approximately
2xl015 W/cm2. This red shifted component quickly increases in
amplitude and obscures the original unshifted spectra. (Both low
and high Z materials behave similarly).

There are three possible generation mechanisms for the 2u
light (P2)> The first involves the second order current generated
by the electric field associated with resonant absorption. The
second involves the reverse parametric coalescence of Langmuir
waves (1) and photons (p) at frequency w i.e., 1+p •*• P2 or
1+1 •* P2 with the Langmuir wave produced by a parametric instabil-
ity. The third mechanism also involves the reverse parametric
coalescence of Langmuir waves and photons but in this case the
Langmuir waves are produced by the interaction of plasma oscilla-
tions, produced by resonant absorption, with ion-acoustic turbu-
lence. The 2u red-shifted component has all of the character-
istics associated with an electron-ion decay instability.

At these intensities (>1015W/cm2) the ponderomotive force,
generated by the standing wave pattern of laser light within the
plasma, was believed to result in a steepening of the plasma's
density profile and a turning-off of the parametric instabili-
ties [5]. Our data, however, suggests additional Instabilities
in the ponderomotive force dominated regime. In particular, for
intensities > 2xl015 W/cm2, an additional 2u spectral component
appears with the dominant characteristics of a parametric
instability source: threshold, rapid growth-rate, red-shift, and
red-shift dependence on target material (Z/A). By including the
effect of a strong imposed ponderomotive force on linear wave
dispersion ("natural modes of the plasma"), we obtain expressions
that accurately predict the measured 2oi red shifts. The strong
imposed ponderonotive force is due to the laser light's standing
wave pattern within the plasma. Near critical density, vhere
the 2u light is generated, a resonant field structure may exist



and the imposed ponderomotlve force is of maximum strength. Our
model also provides a possible answer to the question of why
parametric instabilities don't turn off as the density profile
steepens. The model Indicates the possibility of wave growth
with energy extracted from the imposed ponderomotive force.
This results in enhanced "noise levels" for those plasma waves
of just the right frequencies to participate in the parametric
coupling. Thus, both enhanced wave growth and enhanced convec-
tive dissipation occur at the same time.

5. X-RAY SPECTRA OF HIGH Z TARGETS [6,7]

We have studied the X-ray spectra of laser produced plas-
mas of To, Yb, Hf, Ta, Re and Pc. The plasmas were obtained by
irradiating plane solid targets of the corresponding elements
with the Soreq high power Nd:glass laser system. The X-ray
spectra were analyzed with flat single crystals of Gypsum
(2d - 15.158) and KAP (2d - 26.6!!) and recorded on KODAK SC 7
f lia. Typical' spectra were obtained with one or two laser
shots on target.

Sone 200 new lines were characterized, the analysis being
based mainly on comparison with ab initio, fully relativistic
calculations. For example, lu the spectrum of Hf we have identi-
fied lines belonging to the Cu-, Ni- and Co-like ions. The most
prominent lines in the spectrum are the NI-like lines 3d-4f,
3d-4p and the "inner shell" 3p6-4p54s and 3p6-4p54d (around
5.6-5.88). In addition to the Mi-like lines, we have also
identified some well resolved satellite lines which result from
the addition of a 4s, 4p or 4d spectator electron to the 3d-4p
or the 3p-4s transitions.

For the Co-like spectra, we have Identified two groups
of lines , 3d9-4d84f and 3d9-3d84p. In order to separate the
Co-like lines from' those of the Ni- and Cu-like ones, we have
taken soae space resolved spectra. One would expect that the...
Co-like ions would exist in a rather small-volume in the focal
spot region vhere Che plasma temperature Is highest. By
employing a shadow technique (rather than a slit), in which the
smaller the emitting region, the smaller the partial shadow! we
have found the size of Co-like emission region to be of the
order of 40t» compared with some 200pm for the Ni- and Cu-like
ions.

6. CALCULATION OF LASER-PRODUCED COMPRESSION AND PRESSURE

Compression, pressure and shock wave motion wera calculated
in slab targets of pure aluminum and polyethylene at well as
layered target» containing these substances. The laser Intensities
used were 2xlO13 and 2xlOT<<W/cm2, in order to remain below th* .
range of hot electron production, and modified Gaussian puisas of
300 and 600 picosecond rise time were employed. A one-dimensional

two temperature, Lagrangian hydrodynamic code vas used which in
addition to thermal conduction and other usual, features contains,
1) a non-LTE ionization state distribution, 2) radiative cooling
by line emission, bremsstrahlung and recombination, 3) equation
of state of a perfect degenerate electron gas based on Fermi-
Dlrac functions and 4) a three-step gradual approach to electron
gas pressures and provision for pressure equalization on inter-
faces between two different materials. Inverse bremsstrahlung
is the. only radiation absorption mechanism assumed and In the
problems run, all laser energy unabsorbed previously Is completely
absorbed at the critical surface.

The results of the calculations for shock velocity and
pressure for pure aluminum targets compare favorably with experi-
mental results [8]. For double layers It was found that higher
pressures occur for the case of a polyethylene layer on aluminum
than for the reverse configuration. The highest values of
pressure In the former case, occur at or near the boundary be-
tween the two layers while in both cases the maximum compression
occurs at or near this Interface. In addition, it was observed
that the shock-Induced temperature wave precedes the shock wave
Itself and that a rarefaction wave Is produced on "unloading".

In summary, we have described the laser plasma research
recently performed in our laboratory particularly In the areas
of the absorption and transport of laser energy in the plasma.
We feel that it Is an example of what can be accomplished in a
laboratory with essentially modest resources. "
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